
WHAT IS THIS? 
Amber Legacy: The League of Crowns 
is an Amber DRPG setting focused on 
intrigue, espionage, and adventure. The 
environment is post-Patternfall with 
steampunk inventions side by-side a quasi-
Victorian mentality in 
response to the foreign 
invasion by Chaos. This 
is a collaborative game 
with all contributing to 
the scenario and world.

SUMMARY
Random is King of Amber and in his 

reign new ideas have emerged about what 
Amber should and should not be. His 
influence has allowed for innovations 
in medicine, science, and technology to 
enter the Eternal City and its neighboring 
realms, those of the Golden Circle 
Kingdoms. A trans-Shadow railroad is in 

the works and royal airships dot the skies 
where dragons once ruled. Society too has 
shifted in part due to King Random’s wife, 
Queen Vialle, who has brought with her 
the virtues and charms of Rebma in this 
new age. Decorum and honor are held with 
high regard alongside academic pursuits 

and resourcefulness.
In response to this 

new age, the secret 
organization, the League 
of Crowns, was created 
to match the needs 
to prevent another 
catastrophic turn of 
events from occurring. 

Agents of the League of Crowns serve 
as deniable assets. Through their actions, 
the realms remain safe and free from 
the legacy of the Black Road War. Yet at 
times it is unclear who you serve, as the 
Sponsors use any and all weapons in their 
eternal struggle for dominance in Amber, 
including the League.
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What the PCs Do:
Player Characters are agents of 
a secret organization that trou-
bleshoots threats to Amber and 
the Golden Circle Kingdoms. You 
serve both your homeland and 
the League via its Sponsors.
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LEAGUE AGENTS ROLES
Automaton: I am an artificial construct which 
was found in Shadow Eregnor in one of the 
destroyed laboratories after Eregnor was taught 
a lesson. My full capabilities are still a mystery. 
The League constantly tests my limitations, and 
yet I manage to survive.

Captain: I served Amber loyally during King 
Eric’s reign. When the War concluded I did not 
get my commission. I was reassigned, getting 
wounded in the line of fire. However, I was 
chosen to lead within the League and my injury 
was repaid with a powerful weapon.

Golem: The League critically failed. We are 
backup eyes and ears for the Sponsors. We are a 
mystical construct pieced together with aspects 
of each of the Sponsors, for good or ill. We 
have a tendency to speak in the plural and suffer 
flashes of the Sponsors’s lives.

Hero: High-born of Kashfa, I was raised 
properly, but soon came to see the danger that 
lurks all around. Under the guise of an alter 
ego I protected the innocent from violence. My 
crusade led me to my true path in Amber, and to 
the League — we struck our bargain.

Hunter: Born of rape by Chaos invaders 
during the Black Road War, I was raised and 
educated within the confines of both the Church 
of the Unicorn and trained within the Center by 
Handlers. The Handlers train others like myself 
to serve the League’s needs.

Investigator: A war orphan, I was adopted 
by a researcher in Begma and learned reason 
and science. After saving the Begma Royals, 
one of them introduced me to a Magic Guild. 
I followed rumors and discovered the League. 
They “recruited” me to find trouble.

Knight: In need of a purpose I was recruited 
into the Order. I am a servant of the Crown 
of Rebma, trained in self-defense, covert and 
undercover operations. I work independently 

in the field, though sometimes with other 
organizations to protect the realms from threats 
near and far.

Mystic: I am gypsy with an early life on the 
road, a refugee in Karm, and raised by my 
grandmother. Eventually her teachings about 
the Inner Eye would find me and the power I 
possess. When not working for the League I 
entertain nobility with seances. 

Physician: I’ve witnessed the damage 
war leaves on a people and have committed 
myself to intervening to make a difference 
for generations to come. While some of my 
methods may not seem orthodox, my special 
skills and experience may yet save one more  
life and that alone makes the risks worthwhile.

Rookie: Service to Amber is in my bloodlines, 
and my courage proved to the League that I am 
capable enough. I worked my way up to field 
agent recently, however, one mission changed 
my life forever. Now everyone must learn how 
to cope with the aftermath.

Slayer: I was taught at an early age how to 
respond to fear, which instincts to trust, and 
lore about creatures too wild to live among us. 
These creatures used the Black Road to invade 
and steal my family. However, the League has 
become my new family.

Special Ops: They call on me when things are 
dire. When missions are near a loss. Sometimes, 
I can save them. I don’t understand how, but the 
forces I wield are dangerous and unpredictable. 
When I use them, there are consequences and 
not always just to me. 

Veteran: From the dark ports of Deiga I 
learned how to survive and thrive in crime 
and management of operations. I was hand-
picked by the upper ranks to create a group of 
troubleshooters for Amber. My unconventional 
approach has finally yielded results.

1. CHOOSE, OR SUGGEST, A 
ROLE (default home Shadow and 
Sponsor.): Automaton (Eregnor, 
Fiona), Captain (Amber, Bleys), Golem 
(Amber, Benedict), Hero (Kashfa, 
Corwin), Hunter (Amber/Chaos, 
Caine), Investigator (Begma, Fiona), 
Knight (Rebma, Llewella), Mystic 
(Karm, Flora), Physician (Amber, 
Gerard), Rookie (Amber, any), Slayer 
(Amber-Arden, Julian), Special Ops 
(Amber/Chaos, Caine), Veteran (Deiga, 
Random), or other suggested Roles.

2. STATE (if using a default), OR 
CHOOSE, YOUR HOME GOLDEN 
CIRCLE KINGDOM (rough 
equivalent): Amber (England), Begma 
(France), Deiga (Spain), Eregnor 
(Prussia), Karm (Italy), Kashfa 
(Germany), Rebma (the Orient). 
[Note: Chaos (Russia & Balkan States)]
• Define your relationship with  

the home kingdom.
3. STATE OR CHOOSE YOUR 

SPONSOR (who recruited you): 
Benedict, Corwin, Fiona, Bleys, 
Llewella, Caine, Julian, Gerard, 
Flora, or Random.
• You define how you feel towards 

your Sponsor. GM or another  
Player defines the Sponsor’s.

4. CHOOSE & DEFINE YOUR DRIVE:
• Duty (to a cause, organization)
• Glory (fame, reputation)
• Justice (vengeance, righteousness)
• Love (for a person, place, thing, 

or concept)
• Power (wealth, influence)
• Truth (secrets, responsibilities)

5. DEFINE CHARACTER 
STATEMENTS: Write about your 
relationship with the other characters. 

6. CREATE ASPECTS: Inspired 
by or related to one or more other  
Player Characters in the game.

7. SPEND 15 POINTS (1 to 6 each)  
ON FOUR ATTRIBUTES: 
• Artistry: Things creative or 

innovative, and includes fine-
detailed or focused work.

• Charisma: Issues of the heart, 
including social interactions and 
empathy with others.

• Intellect: Dealings of the mind, 
such as general knowledge/
education, and wisdom.

• Physique: The physical, including 
one’s overall athleticism, agility, 
strength, sensory perception.

8. SPEND 15 POINTS (1 to 4 each) 
ON RESOURCES: Allies, Artifacts/
Creatures, Powers, Talents, and Stuff.
• Allies, Artifacts/Creatures: 1 to 2, 

personal and meaningful; 3 affects 
others; 4 affects the world.

• Talents (notable skills, abilities): 
1 each, up to 4 total.

• Powers: Pattern Imprint, Trump 
Artistry, Shape Shifting, Magic. 
For each point spent you get to 
choose 4 Feats. Some Feats have 
prerequisites. You may purchase 
Feats in more than one Power as 
permitted by the GM for your 
character concept.

• Stuff: You can buy up to +4 or 
sell down to -4 in Stuff — adjust 
relationship definitions accordingly.

9. SHARE YOUR CHARACTER’S 
STORY: In-character profile to help 
the other Characters.

10. SHARE YOUR CHARACTER’S 
BACKGROUND: Out-of-character 
profile to help the other Players. 

About the Roles: Here are samples of com-
mon Roles for this game. It is by no means an 
exhaustive list. However, each has a core focus.
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About the GCKs:
The Golden Circle Kingdoms (GCKs) 
include Amber and the surrounding 
Shadows. 

Note: As a reference for Players each 
Shadow indicates a nationality from  
our world that roughly corresponds  
to how each GCK may be modeled.

Amber (England)
The one true realm with vast power and 
capabilities derived directly from the 
Blood of Amber.

Begma (France)
A lush agricultural and artistic Shadow, 
especially with the gain of a third of Ereg-
nor territories. A proud class-driven people 
who remain very loyal to Amber with 
academics, officers, and diplomats filling 
ranks in Amber and abroad.

Deiga (Spain)
A strong port Shadow full of spices, precious 
minerals and strange animals. It is a favorite 
for sailors, alchemists, and those hoping to 
lose themselves, yet remain close to home.

Eregnor (Prussia)
Once a magnificent jewel of art and cul-
ture it became a military powerhouse that 
threatened Amber’s authority. Now a de-
feated Shadow with two thirds given away 
to Begma and Kashfa. Prince Bleys killed 
their rebel leader, Deela The Desacratrix.

Ghenesh (Scandinavia)
Once a northern Shadow renowned for its 
prized treasures, sturdy boats, and warrior-
poets. When their Moonriders raided Am-
ber one too many times King Oberon sent 
Prince Benedict to deal with them. Shadow 
Ghenesh has since disappeared.

Karm (Italy)
Shadow of twilight, wine, poison, and 
faith. Karm is where priests of the Unicorn 
faith are trained and wines are traded for 
favors. It is also said to be where curses 
cut deeper than blades.

Kashfa (Germany)
A wealthy raw materials nation and sibling 
to Eregnor in culture and history even 
before gaining a third of its territories. 
Kashfa is quickly transforming from an 
agricultural Shadow to an industrial one, 
with its arts and sciences gaining appeal.

Rebma (the Orient)
Exotic underwater sister-realm to Amber, 
ruled by Queen Moire and guarded by 
Mysteries of the Deep. 

The Courts of Chaos 
(Russia, Balkan States) 
An ancient and vast inhuman empire to the 
far south, beyond the Edge. They lost the 
Black Road War, while Amber maintains a 
base in Thelbane and guides the Courts to 
adopt a modern Constitution. 

GOLDEN CIRCLE 
KINGDOMS (GCKS)

THEN & NOW
History
Today, King Random rules over Amber and 
its Shadow Territories. However, he was 
preceded by King Eric, who died defending 
Amber during the Black Road War. And 
before King Eric was their father, King 
Oberon, who ruled since Amber’s founding.

Divine Family
The Amber Royal Family is considered by 
most to be divine beings. Even in the face of 
Amberites known to bleed and die in history, 
there is a presence about them that can be 
both glorious and terrifying.

While most within the Golden Circle 
Kingdoms revere the Royal Amberites as 
deities, many of the older generation of 
citizens in Amber consider Corwin and Bleys 
to be traitors and believe that both should be 
executed for treason. Rightfully or otherwise, 
many in Amber blame the in-fighting in the 
Amber Royal Family for the Black Road War.

The Black Road War
Some believe the war began with the 
absence of King Oberon, followed by the 
Brother’s Battle (led by Corwin and Bleys 
against King Eric in Amber), and concluded 
with the Chaos invasion along the Black Road.

After the War
The Black Road War was a devastating 
event for those in and around Amber. Chaos, 
has been blamed above and beyond what 
its part was in the war. However, while the 
Road itself has faded from sight, its mark 
lingers. The Field of Ash is a testament 
to the Road: Nothing grows there; people 
who pass through grow sick; strange things 
are reported at night or when fog overtakes 
the area. The field stretches into Shadow as 

a reminder of what was. Others are marked 
by the War through amputations, strange 
illnesses, madness or possession. And more 
are unfortunate by-products, such as children 
of rape by the invaders.

The New World Order
As a result of the massive loss of life and 
destruction from the war plus the perception 
that the Amber Royal Family’s in-fighting is 
responsible for bringing the war to Amber, 
King Random created the New World Order 
doctrine. It is the road map for leaders of the 
Golden Circle Kingdoms and Amber to rally 
around during reconstruction. The doctrine 
calls for a new age of innovation and loyalty 
to principles to prevent another invasion by 
outsiders from happening. It is because of 
this priority that King Random created the 
League of Crowns to act for the good of all.

The City Watch
The Watch are paid to keep order, report 
incidents, and protect government property. 
Bodyguards are hired to protect people. The 
Watch works for Amber City, its officials, 
and the Crown of Amber.

The Tech Lords & Ladies
Tech Lords are a small group of investors 
and developers who control a significant 
portion of technological resources. Resources 
discovered since the War (Chaos science 
and engineering). Without the political and 
economic cooperation of the Tech Lords the 
government of Amber would be hindered.

The Parliament
The composition: House of Lords (surviving 
landed nobility) and House of Commons 
(merchant houses and tech lords).
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THE SPONSORS
About the Sponsors:
Each Sponsor has a role to play in the 
League. Sometimes it benefits the 
organization. At other times, it merely 
serves to advance their personal 
agendas, or to delay their competi-
tion. Here are the known Sponsors. 

Prince Benedict
Story: Retired General who tends to 
orchards and other enlightened pur-
suits. Clockwork hand (with gadgets) 
covered in a black velvet glove.
Background: Interest only in stable 
region, a peace through well tended 
control, regardless of who’s in power. In 
charge of the City Watch unofficially.
Heads: The legendary Black Hands.

King Corwin
Story: Retired soldier and hero off ex-
ploring his Pattern Realm, Argent.
Background: Busy securing forces and 
trade for Argent. Uncertain of future.
Heads: Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives (ATF) bureau.

Princess Fiona
Story: Lady inventor and explorer 
lost in her newfound works.
Background: Using what she’s dis-
covered or created to help bring out 
a new golden age in Amber.
Heads: Research and Development bureau.

Prince Bleys
Story: Dashing general leading Amber’s 
new air force, Gryphons. Also, a high-
society and experimentation gentleman.
Background: Building up a modern 

world, one Shadow at a time. One to 
take Fiona’s experiments public.
Heads: Infiltration bureau.

Princess Llewella
Story: Diplomat within the GCKs 
for Rebma and Amber, traveling.
Background: Working on revised trea-
ties and keeping an eye open for threats.
Heads: Diplomacy bureau.

Prince Caine
Story: Since the end of the Black Road 
War, Caine’s been absent from Amber, 
exploring Shadow. Returning for brief 
visits to share stories of his travels.
Background: Random put Caine to 
work as a proactive researcher of Chaos 
— not as a Chaosophile, but with every 
intention to capitalize on the findings. 
Heads: Special Operations bu-
reau, which includes Hunters and 
other things Chaos in nature.

Prince Julian
Story: Renown hunter, head of 
the Rangers. Uses leading edge 
steam-armor and gear on prey.
Background: Works on tracking down 
Chaosians and Shadow creatures. Said 
to be developing more severe tactics.
Heads: Slayers bureau.

Prince Gerard
Story: Head Physician of Amber de-
voted to liberal arts and humanities.
Background: Retired from the Navy. 
Setting up a hospital and university.
Heads: Collegium Headmaster where 
officer level League agents train.

Princess Flora
Story: High Society matriarch who 
keeps up with the movers and shak-
ers in Amber and beyond.
Background: Works to help co-
ordinate League efforts through 
Shadow and to keep costs low.
Heads: Exchequer, research grants, 
and recruitment programs.

King Random
Story: King of Amber. Husband of Vialle. 
Popular monarch who keeps Parliament 
and the commoners working together.
Background: Promoter of New World 
Order to prevent future invasions and 
threats, by any means necessary.
Heads: The League.

Queen Vialle
Story: Queen of Amber. Wife of Random. 
Beloved by all. 
Background: Keeps the Sponsors 
working together through her wits and 
charms. A calming presence in Amber.
Heads: Officially none. Unofficially, 
she is considered the most capable 
person to keep the League alive.

Prince Martin
Story: Heir to the Throne of Amber.
Background: Dilettante, searching for 
his place at Court and in Shadow.
Heads: None yet officially.

The Lost Ones
Stories persist of other children of Oberon 
who may yet live and dabble in the affairs 
of Amber. But those are merely tales to 
ensnare the imagination of people who 
would wish for a world different than the 
real one ruled in this New World Order 
by King Random and Queen Vialle.

In Memory
Prince Finndo: Died in battle.
Prince Osric: Died in battle.
King Eric: Died in battle, defending 
Amber during the Black Road War.
Princess Dierdre: Died in battle, defend-
ing Amber during the Black Road War.
Prince Brand: Died in battle.
Princess Mirelle: Died upon the Pattern.

COUSINS
The Lady Dara (of Chaos)
Story: Was originally promised to be 
Queen of Amber, marrying Corwin, ac-
cording to King Oberon’s wishes. How-
ever, with Random as King, Dara has 
had to shift modes to protect her son, 
Merlin and to find other opportunities.
Background: Building bridges 
and long term plans for the fu-
ture of the Courts of Chaos.

Prince Merlin (of Chaos)
Story: Son of King Corwin of Am-
ber and the Lady Dara of Chaos  —
raised as a proper Chaosian noble.
Background: Trying to survive 
and adapt to the changes imposed 
by Amber’s occupying forces.
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POWERS
PATTERN IMPRINT

SHADOW SEARCH/CREATION [Artistry Feats]
•	 Mundane. Ordinary common objects, which may vary from Shadow to Shadow, are 

the simplest and easiest task for a character with Pattern to locate. Anything signifi-
cant in value or size or composition becomes more difficult, so on and so forth de-
pending on Shadow specifics.
•	 Artifacts of Power. Objects that possess power are often magnets for characters 

with Pattern, drawing the two together or repelling the other due to some cosmic 
inner natures. Artifacts of this kind should be treated as rare and important ele-
ments for the character and game world.

•	 Persona or Creatures of Power. Living things are even more powerful and riskier 
to deal with for characters.
•	 Shadows of Desire. These are places imagined or found that seemingly suit a 

character’s desires. It may simply be an oasis from the scheming life of Amber, 
or a Shadow garrison for troop training, or anything else. However, while the 
Shadow may be suited to a particular character others with Pattern Imprint may 
or may not be able to locate or manipulate it. Amberites are cautious and few 
would willingly invite others to visit a personal favorite Shadow without real-
izing the consequences.

MOLD SHADOW [Charisma Feats]
•	 Things. The ability to change common small items, such as currency and clothing is a 

simple task. Larger and more significant objects are more challenging to alter.
•	 People or Animals. Living beings that are common or average in a Shadow are 

more complicated than objects. Purposefully changing aspects of them have more 
unpredictable and sometimes deadly consequences.

•	 Places. This could be as limited as changing a street address, to rewriting portions 
of history, to altering the geography, and even the fundamental laws of reality 
within a Shadow, including “turning off” Magic, Shape Shifting, or Trump. The 
more complex the change desired, the more difficult the attempt will be.
•	 Probability. This is one of the most powerful aspects of Pattern Imprint and 

perhaps one of the reasons the Amberites have survived countless threats while 
in Shadow. For each success with this ability, a Player or GM may decide to 
shift the outcomes of an event for or against a desired goal.

SHADOW MOVEMENT [Intellect Feats]
•	 Shadow Walk. This is most common way for a character to travel through Shadow 

with Pattern Imprint. Note: This Feat becomes FREE when either the Royal Way or 
the Hellride is chosen.
•	 Royal Way. Movement through Shadow avoiding detection, threats, and best of 

all, in style. This method is the slowest means through Shadow.
•	 Hellride. The fastest and most dangerous way through Shadow. The pacing is 

maddening as reality bends and breaks all around the character. Only special 
mounts may survive such an ordeal.

•	 Lead Others. Characters with Pattern Imprint may attempt to lead others through 
Shadow. This is most dramatically witnessed when transporting vast armed forces 
from one side of reality to the other. The mental conditioning to take into account 
so many variables outside of oneself and their immediate area is why this task is 
so difficult to accomplish. Treat the pacing as that of a normal Shadow Walk for all 
involved.
•	 Pattern Lens. This is the ability to use the mental Pattern image to move as 

a projected self through Shadow, leaving the body in place for the duration. 
This projected self, the Pattern Lens, can travel through Shadow at the same 
speeds as the character, but is not a corporal being, unable to directly interact 
with mundane elements. A character using this ability automatically has Pattern 
Defense up, and may attempt to perform other Pattern abilities, such as Power 
Words, Shadow Search/Creation, and Mold Shadow. The Pattern Lens may also 
sense other Power signatures, but will not tell a character what it is. 

SIGN OF ORDER [Physique Feats]
•	 Pattern Walk*. The ultimate test for the Blood of Order. To survive walking a Pattern 

enables a character to consciously influence the environment, and consequently, use 
the other abilities of Pattern Imprint. Walking the Pattern is a lethal time and energy-
draining endeavor, even for those who have accomplished it in the past. Note: Char-
acters who fail to traverse the Pattern are dead and their body disintegrates into a fiery 
arcane blaze upon the Pattern. At the Pattern Walk’s successful conclusion a character 
may ask the Pattern to teleport them to a desired place, visited or imagined.
•	 Power Words. Use of personal energy and sound to invoke a temporary change 

in the environment. The use of Power Words may or may not diminish through 
repeated use in a campaign. The GM will decide on their quantity and strength 
available for characters.

•	 Pattern Defense. Bringing the Sign of Order to mind for defense against the direct 
use of other Powers, such as Magic, Shape Shifting, or Trump Artistry.
•	 Pattern Mindwalk. Just as deadly and draining as walking a real Pattern, how-

ever, accomplished by performing the task through the character’s imprinted 
Pattern within their mind. If a character fails then their mind is separated from 
their body forever. At the Pattern Mindwalk’s successful conclusion a character 
may ask the Pattern to teleport them to a desired place, visited or imagined.

* = Required Power Feat* = Required Power Feat

About the Powers: Here are the 
most common Powers and their Feats 
to serve as a guideline.
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TRUMP ARTISTRY

CREATION [Artistry Feats]
•	 Sketch. These Trump Objects are limited versions, meaning that they may only func-

tion a number of times, or only within the same Shadow and so forth, varying by loca-
tion and circumstance. The benefit is that it is easy and quick to make a Sketch version 
of a Trump Object.
•	 Card. The most common manifestation of Trump Objects is that as the Major Ar-

cana of the Shadow-wide tarot decks of cards. While true artists may painstakingly 
create a full deck of 78 cards with 22 Major Arcana and 56 Minor Arcana, divided 
into four suits: Wands, Swords, Pentacles, and Cups, few make the full investment 
in time and effort.

•	 Artifact. Any other non-card Trump Object, such as a sculpture or a high-tech in-
terface device.
•	 Trap. Trump Traps are simply the creation of a subject overlay that is different 

than the underlying subject characteristics. These Trump Traps are generally 
touch activated, initiating calls to unknown subjects before it is too late. Sens-
ing Trump in an object does not inform a character as to where a Trump would 
lead, making Traps all the more treacherous to employ.

IMAGERY [Charisma Feats]
•	 Divination. The use of a Trump Deck to gain insights into possible events from read-

ing the card spread.
•	 Destiny. The use of a Trump Deck to influence the depicted subjects.

TRICKS [Intellect Feats]
•	 Sensing. A character may attempt to detect the presence of Trump with this ability. 

This allows the character freedom to know if an object is Trump-related without need-
ing to actually touch or activate it.

•	 Blanking. This ability prevents a caller or receiver from progressing to the second 
level of Trump Contact, Visual. In short, this prevents both a sense of the other’s sur-
roundings and keeps the contact from going further. It may be contested by either 
parties to reach the Physical or to engage in a contest of wills through the Trump Con-
nection.
•	 Identifying. The ability to determine who is calling you before accepting a call. 

This is only possible through one of two methods.  
1. Via Trump. The character receiving the call has a Trump Card depicting the 
caller, or,  
2. Via Memory. The character receiving the call has called previously through 
Memory (see below).

•	 Spying. By touching one or more Trump Cards a character may overhear 
thoughts or feelings or receive other information about the touched subjects. 
However, there is the possibility that the subjects may learn of the attempts 
through careless work on the part of the spy.

•	 Memory. This ability may only be used if a Trump Artist has already created 
a Trump Object, such as a card or sculpture, depicting a subject. Once created 
and used at least once, the Artist may attempt to contact the subject through an 
act of will along with a substantial grasp of the underlying characteristics sur-
rounding a particular subject.

USE [Physique Feats]
•	 Calling*. The most common use of Trump cards by characters is for contacting de-

picted subjects. Note: Anyone who is taught how to use a Trump Card may do so 
without being required to buy any ranks in Trump Artistry as a Power, but will not be 
able to perform the other Feats until buying this Feat first. 
 There are three common contact levels.
 1. Mental Contact. This is the first level achieved. At this point the receiver may 
allow the contact to progress at will to Visual, and then to Physical. Note: However, 
if the receiver has accepted contact to this level but wishes to break the contact then 
a contest of wills begins. The defender may attempt to Block or Defend (see more 
on the abilities below) higher than the attacker using Physique, plus any Trump Tal-
ent Ranks, to determine the outcome. For more information, see Combat: Contest of 
Wills. 
 2. Visual Contact. Similar to the previous but one level further where the caller and 
receiver may see the other in motion with a window pane view of the other’s back-
ground. 
 3. Physical Contact. Similar to the previous but one level further where either the 
caller or receiver pushes the contact to a point where they may pass through to the 
other’s physical location.
•	 Defending. A character may use a Trump Card which depicts themselves to assist 

in any contests of will, such as to Block (see below) incoming Trump Calls, as 
well as defend against other Powers, such as Magic, Shape Shifting, and Pattern 
Imprint.

•	 Blocking. A character contacted by another via Trump who recognizes it as such 
may attempt to Block through sheer willpower. 
•	 Jamming. By concentrating on one or more Trump Cards a character may pre-

vent the depicted subjects from being contacted. 
•	 Gating. If a character successfully concentrates upon a depicted subject and 

uses their willpower they may open a gateway through that once established no 
longer requires the use of a Trump object, but rather the sustained will of the 
Gating character.

* = Required Power Feat* = Required Power Feat
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SHAPE SHIFTING

BODY SCULPTING [Artistry Feats]
•	 Cosmetic Features. Altering of surface features such as eye color, hair color and 

shape, skin color, weight.
•	 Organs and Senses. Changing the function of ones organs and senses.
•	 Structures and Blood Creatures. Altering larger bone and tissue structures as 

well as the smaller parts such as blood — which can take on a life of themselves 
with the proper application of desire.
•	 Matter and Energy. Changing ones overall matter outside of normal conserva-

tion rules.

ARCHETYPES [Charisma Feats]
•	 Primal Form*. A base form that serves the function to save the shifter, generally in 

one of four modes: Flee, fight, freeze or hide. Shifters are unconscious during the use 
of their Primal Form.

•	 Battle Form. Shifting into a required form to survive hostile engagements. Armor, 
weapons and more may come into fashion for the duration of this shift.
•	 Persona or Aura. Taking on aspects of another personality or their aura in part or 

whole. Use of this puts a shifter’s existence at risk as the alternate Personas or Auras 
may slowly or quickly erode or fracture the base Shifter’s own identity and life.
•	 Creature of Power. A form more ancient and more powerful than the shifter. 

Use of this puts a shifter’s existence at risk as the Creature of Power may con-
sume the host completely.

ALTERNATE FORMS [Intellect Feats]
•	 Animal or Plant Forms. Transformation into an animal or plant form and gaining 

their abilities in that form.
•	 Animal or Plant Abilities. Use of specific abilities from animals or plants without 

the need for a complete transformation.
•	 Non-Organic Forms. Transformation into non-organic life forms and gaining 

their abilities.
•	 Non-Organic Abilities. Use of specific abilities from non-organic life forms 

without the need for a complete transformation.

AUTOMATIC [Physique Feats]
•	 Healing. Closing and repairing non-mortal wounds.

•	 Purifying. The filtering of foreign life and substances from the host.
•	 Adapting. Changes to ones physiology in response to the environment such as 

temperature, gravity, water, vacuum.
•	 Regenerating. Rapid repair of damaged body parts, systems and mortal wounds.

MAGIC

CONJURATION [Artistry Feats]
•	 Illusions. Non-corporeal short-lived creations often used to entertain, inform, or trick 

others.
•	 Mundane. Creation of common items from the stuff of Shadow.

•	 Enchanted. Magical or specialized objects created from Shadow substance.

THE SIGHT [Charisma Feats]
•	 Astral Vision. The ability to view Astral Space and its inhabitants within the immedi-

ate area.
•	 Astral Projection. Moving one’s raw essence or soul into and movement within 

the realm of Astral Space.
•	 Astral Manipulation. Direct interaction with Astral Space objects, such as 

Magic from inside or outside of Astral Space itself.

SORCERY [Intellect Feats]
General rule of thumb for spells: Cantrips (up to a dozen), Hung/Racked (per Artifact or 
limb attachment), Instant or Sustained (up to the Mage’s Intellect).
•	 Cantrips. Common Magical spell functions, such as lighting a candle when entering 

a room, locking a door behind you on your way out, remove stains from clothing and 
other stylish uses.
•	 Hung/Racked Spells. Normal diverse range of spells that need to be prepared be-

forehand to be used in an action without adverse effects to the Mage.
•	 Instant or Sustained Spells. Normal diverse range of spells that are either cast 

and sustained through concentration or otherwise, or spells cast by will as in-
stant with the potential for adverse effects to the Mage.

RITUAL [Physique Feats]
•	 Summon or Banish. Forcing objects or creatures towards or away from a Mage 

through an arcane bond.
•	 High Compelling. Implanting suggestions into sentients.

•	 Empowerment. Implanting magical power into mundane object or creature.

About Magic: Magic is the only known Power without a single prerequi-
site, meaning that it may be common for practitioners to use Magic in the 
blind, through Artifacts, possession, etc. This also means that Magic is 
more prevalent and challenging to deal with for the League.* = Required Power Feat
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BESTIARY
Blood Hawks
Specially raised and trained raptors used 
exclusively by nobility for tracking various 
prey in and beyond Amber.

Demons
A generic term applied to categorize beasts 
from the Courts of Chaos and their side 
of reality beyond the Edge. Demons are 
usually considered to be a high priority for 
the League, both in the field as with R&D.

Dragons
Great reptiles, such as dragons, which 
were once a regular sight in the days of 
King Oberon are rare these days. Their 
sighting is considered an ill omen given 
how dragons, and serpents of all kinds are 
now associated with the Courts of Chaos.

Hell Hounds
Cunning enough to hunt through Shadow 
and survive Hellriding. Used exclusively 
by the Amber Royal Family.

Leviathan
Aquatic serpents have plagued the Seas 
above Rebma in greater numbers since the 
Black Road War. However, there is said to 
be one particularly large and lethal creature 
given the name of Leviathan from which it 
is believed the others are its spawn. Only 
time may tell if this large beastie will show 
itself in full spectacular terror.

Morgenstern II (M2)
With the loss of Morgenstern to a Lord of 
Chaos, Julian was not himself. A solution 
of sorts was offered to help console the 

Prince. This new mount is part steam 
engine, part clockwork dynamo. It is larger 
than life and twice as terrifying now as a 
mechanical marvel. It is said that M2 was 
crafted out of the remains of the original 
mount mixed with an unknown and nearly 
indestructible alloy surrounding a modular 
construction made possible through 
Princess Fiona’s genius and Prince Julian’s 
determination. It has two known modes, 
as horse and as a high-powered exosuit 
of steam-armor, which has proven useful 
against larger threats of late. M2 offers a 
wide array of combat solutions for Julian 
in the field, including telescoping lances, 
combustion engines, net and harpoon 
features and more. As a rule, the two are 
rarely parted for long.

Storm Hounds
Tough enough to engage Amberites and to 
endure Shadow Storms. Used exclusively 
by the Amber Royal Family.

Unicorn
Not since the end of the Black Road War at 
the foot of the Abyss in the Courts of Chaos 
has there been a sighting of a Unicorn.

Weir
Some consider these creatures to be 
people, as a race unto itself. Others pity 
them as infected victims without hope of 
recovery, or worse, as monsters cursed to 
live a life torn between humanity and the 
beast. In Amber, there is a small enclave 
of Weir who live and work near the 
dockyards. Many of them served under 
King Eric and were granted a measure of 
respect. However, with the New World 
Order doctrine, their status is uncertain.

THE LEAGUE
About the League: The League 
exists to prevent threats to Amber and 
the Golden Circle Kingdoms, especially 
those from the Courts of Chaos.

The Center
The generic name given to the League of 
Crown’s subterranean headquarters in the 
center of Amber City, below the Oberon 
train station at the heart of the inner city. 

The Center is the hub of a network of 
ancient catacombs and covered streets. 
These are interconnected by a series of 
service tunnels and sewers. The tunnels 
are for access to utilities and the steam 
trains which service the public and private 
persons of Amber and beyond. The 
sewers used to be the old city roads before 
Oberon rebuilt Amber City to better serve 
the growing trade. There are rumors that 
there is a crypt within the underground  
somewhere which contains the mummified 
remains of his children and wives who did 
not meet his expectations or approval.

The Center seems to contain specialized 
bureaus — each overseen by a Sponsor 
— that change as needed. Princess Flora 
seems to be the only person capable to 
understand and track the bureaucracy.

The notable bureaus  
(and their Sponsors) include: 

• Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives (Corwin)

• Collegium (Gerard) 
• Diplomacy (Llewella) 
• Exchequer (Flora)
• Infiltration (Bleys) 
• Research and Development 

(Fiona)
• Slayers (Julian) 
• Special Operations (Caine)

The 3 Little Rules
1. Do not betray the oath you swore  

to serve the League of Crowns.
2. You are sworn to secrecy about the 

League of Crowns. However, you 
may tell one and only one person  
if your heart is true.

3. When the League of Crown calls,  
you are sworn to answer.

Staffing Hierarchy
Sponsors
GCKs

The Secretary (Princess Flora)
Officers/Command

Fields
Techs

Support

Fieldwork vs. R&D
Most Agents work in either of two  
branches, as field agents (fields) or 
in research and development (techs). 
There is sometimes a culture clash and 
rivalry between the two lines of work, 
but ultimately it is expected that all will 
cooperate for the continued success of all 
within the League. If the field agents never 
went anywhere R&D would have little to 
work with and therefore little to give to the 
field agents to test outside the laboratories.

Amazing Technology
The Sponsors have made it a priority to 
make resources available, as needed, for 
League use. However, many applications 
and projects remain in the prototype 
phase until properly tested. Some of this 
technology has proven successful during 
missions, while others have proven costly.

About Bestiary: This includes 
some of the more common in-
quires into what lurks out there.
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